**Annual Student Profile: Query Methodology**

*Data Source: SBCTC Data Warehouse*

**Headcount by Funding Source:** STUDENT; MIS <> "0"; group by min of Fund_Src_Pri_Cat, unduplicated count of DW_Key

**Headcount by Ethnicity/Race:** STUDENT; MIS <> "0"; group by maxOfRace_Cd, count of DW_Key. For Spanish/Hispanic origin of any race, count DW_Key where Hispanic = "Y"

**International Students, Immigrants, Refugees & Temporary Legal Residents:** STUDENT; MIS <> "0"; unduplicated count of DW_Key where International = "Y"; Citz_SStat = "RF" or "IM" or "T"

**Headcount by Full Time/Part Time Status:** STUDENT; MIS <> "0"; Group by Full_Part_Time_Ind and count DW_Key

**Median Age:** STUDENT; MIS <> "0"; Group by Kind of Student, DW_Key, and FirstOfAge; transfer to Excel and run Median()

**Headcount by Gender:** STUDENT; MIS <> "0"; Group by DW_Key & MaxOfSex

**State Supported: Headcount by Ethnicity/Race:** STUDENT; Fund_Src_Pri_Cat = "1", MIS <> "0"; group by maxOfRace_Cd, count of DW_Key. For Spanish/Hispanic origin, count DW_Key where Hispanic = "Y"

**State Supported: Headcount by Full Time/Part Time Status:** STUDENT; Fund_Src_Pri_Cat = "1", MIS <> "0"; Group by Full/Part_Time_Ind and count DW_Key

**State Supported: Median Age:** STUDENT; MIS <> "0", Fund_Src_Pri_Cat = "1"; Group by Kind of Student, DW_Key, and FirstOfAge; transfer to Excel and run Median()

**State Supported: Headcount by Gender:** STUDENT; Fund_Src_Pri_Cat = "1", MIS <> "0"; Group MaxOfSex and count DW_Key

**State Supported: Students Receiving Need-based Financial Aid:** STUDENT; Fund_Src_Pri_Cat = "1", MIS <> "0"; Econ_Disad_Ind = "Y" and count DW_Key